
Large Format Mounted Banners

Substrates: 13oz vinyl, 18oz vinyl, blow-thru vinyl mesh, and fabric.
Digital Print:
Options:

Banners fabricated with vinyl, mesh or lightweight fabrics in grand formats.
Hemming and welding are utilized to tile extra-large installations.
Substrates are chosen based on �nished size and installation environment. 
These banners are priced by the square foot.



Overhead Banners and Pennants
Over the street banners and overhead pennants fabricated in any size for installation over your audience.
These items can be constructed to any size using lightweight fabrics or heavy duty vinyl or mesh substrates.

Substrates: 13oz vinyl, 18oz vinyl, blow-thru vinyl mesh, and fabric.
Digital Print:
Options:



Fabric Flags for Light Poles

Substrates: Poly Flag
Digital Print:
Dye-sublimation printing available.

Light weight fabric �ags and mounting systems for attachment
to lightpoles. These can be used on lightpoles that already have
an existing banner mounted or used on poles that are vacant.
Fabric �ag mounts are easy to install with simple banding rings
and do not add wind load to the pole. An excellent way to get
your event emblem in the air over the heads of the crowd.



Extension Banners

 Other Examples

Sizing: 6’ to 40’ high.
 Strong telescoping display pole.

all while displaying your message.
Construction: Fiberglass composite
Features:

- FR rated: Self extinguishing
- Can withstand high winds
- Fully assembled

Get your message overhead with these portable banner
displays. These can be elevated far above the crowd to
designate venues at your event site.  An arm on the top
of the pole holds the banner open so the information
can be seen from afar. Mounting poles are inserted into
water �lled bases.



Light Pole Banners

 

Constructed for short and long term installations.
The selection of substrates includes 13oz vinyl,18oz
vinyl, Combined Polyester and Sunbrella Marine Acrylic.

Hardware: Constructed to �t PoleGear mounting system or
any existing hardware.
Options: 
- Single and dual-ply construction
- Sponsorship add-ons
- Custom sizes and shapes
- Installation services available to the Options section



Event Tents

 

Sizes: Three sizes: 10’x10’, 10’x15’, 10’x20’.
Vary by style, see specs below. AllCons

kits include frame, canopy, stakes and roller bag.
Full coverage dye-sublima nt.Graphics:

Back walls, sides walls, half walls.



Teardrop Banners

Rotating Shapes in Motion that Capture Attention

Standard Kit:

Poles:

Pole, printed flag, ground stake and nylon

Fiberous graphite composite for maximum flexibility
and durability.

* Custom sizes available.

7’

10’

12’

15’

Stand Options:

Ground Stake Hard Surface Stand



Blade Banners

Rotating Shapes in Motion that Capture Attention

Standard Kit:

Poles:

Pole, printed flag, ground stake and nylon

Fiberous graphite composite for maximum flexibility
and durability.

* Custom sizes and shapes available.

9’

13’

15’

Stand Options:

Ground Stake Hard Surface Stand



Graphic Towers
Multi Directional Graphic/Sca�old Towers

Tower Architecture: Standard sca�old 
structures create a 5’x7’x15’ graphic tower. 
Sca�olding can be purchased from Project 
Graphics or rented locally.
Graphics: Diginatlly printed speaker mesh 
banners allow for 70% blow-through.
Installation: Graphics attach to tower with 
zip ties through grommets installed on the 
perimeter of the mesh. Sca�olding is staked 
in the center to prevent tipping.
Options: 
•  Flank two towers with banners to create 
an entranceway.
•  Adorn corners with �ags, penants and 
streamers.
•  Graphics can be produced for any tower 
con�guration. 



Crowd Barricade Covers

•  Single or double sided messaging.
•  Standard 34”x98”. Custom sizing available.
•  Wrinkle/stain resistant combined poly fabric, 
    Sunbrella, or vinyl.
•  Envelope construction with grommets and 
    zip ties.

Highly Visible, Space De�ning Advertising



Messaging at Your Footsteps

Digital Media for Floors and Sidewalks

Adhesiv raphics

Substrates: 3M vinyls with appropriate over-laminate  and adhesive

backing are determined by interior/exterior s. sidewalk..

Options: Square cut or die cut shapes.


